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For n E Wd, we say that a set A s IW” is n-convex if the segment m is contained in 
A whenever p, qo A and p- q~ A. For the control system 2(t) =f(x(t), u(t)), 
x(0) = 0 E lw“, with U(I) E 0 c Iw” for t E [0, T], results are provided which establish 
the n-convexity of the reachable set R(T). They rely on a uniqueness assumption 
for solutions of Pontrjagin’s equations and are proven by means of a generalized 
Mountain Pass Theorem. When the reachable set is n-convex, trajectories reaching 
the boundary of R(T) satisfy some additional necessary conditions. A stronger ver- 
sion of the Pontrjagin Maximum Principle can thus be proven, ‘(‘I 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a control system of the form 
i(l) =.0x(t), u(t)), x(0) = 0 E Rd, (1.1) 
where the control u(. ) lies in the admissible set 
u= {24=(24,,..., 14~) EA?*( [0, T]; W); u(t) E f2 a.e.}, (1.2) 
Q being a fixed compact subset of R”. We assume that f is a V’ mapping 
from Rd x Q into Rd and call fX(x, U) its d x d matrix of partial derivatives 
w.r.t. x at the point (x, u), Given a control UE ZJ, let t + x(u, t) be the 
corresponding solution of (1.1) and call R(t) the reachable set at time t 
with controls in U. Several necessary conditions are known in order for a 
trajectory X(U, .) to reach a boundary point of R(T) at time T 
[2, 3, 6, 12, 131; in particular, if R(T) is closed, then there exists an adjoint 
function t + A(t) E Rd such that Pontrjagin’s necessary conditions are 
satisfied and, moreover, A(T) is normal to the set R(T) at the point x(u, T). 
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As we will show, this normality condition is particularly useful in cases 
where some global geometric properties of the reachable set are a-priori 
known. What we have in mind is the following kind of directional con- 
vexity: 
DEFINITION. Let A be a subset of Rd. A set A c W’ is A-convex if 
p,qEA andp-qEA imply Q+(l--t)qEA for all ~E[O, 11. 
EXAMPLES. (I) A set A c lWd is convex iff A is Rd-convex. If a set A is 
A-convex, then A is A’-convex for any A’ G A. 
(II) The set A = {(x, y); x2 d y’( 1 -y’)) c R’ is not convex (it is 
shaped like an 8). However, A is n-convex with A = ((x, y); Ix/ 3 1~1 . 
(III) Let A g: [a, h] + R be Lipschitz continuous functions with 
Lipschitz constant L. Then the set A = ((s, y); f(x) <y <g(x), 
u <x < h )- s R2 is A-convex, with A = {(x, J’); 1.~1 2 L 1.~1 ). 
Using the notion of A-convexity we obtain an extension of Pontrjagin 
Maximum Principle for the system ( 1 .I). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the reachable set R(T) is closed und A-comes 
.for some A C_ [W‘! Let ii E U be u control such thut x(U, T) lies on the houn- 
dary of’ R(T). Then there exists a nontrikzl adjoint vector i. such that 
E’,(t)= -i(t).,f,(x(t), u(t)), (1.3) 
<j.(t), .f(x(tL 4t))) = :;;(4t), ,f(.dt), 0))) ae. in [0, T], (1.4) 
(i.(T), y-x(& T))dO (1.5) 
,for all y E R(T) such that y - x(U, T) is contained in the interior of’ A. 
Note that, while (1.3) and (1.4) are a restatement of the Maximum Prin- 
ciple, the nonpositivity of the inner product in (1.5) poses an additional 
requirement whenever the A-convexity of the reachable set is a priori 
known. Of course, Theorem 1 would have little significance unless we 
provide some efficient way to determine the A-convexity of R(T) for some 
(hopefully large) set A. This is indeed the major concern of the present 
paper. It is convenient to study the case of a semilinear system first. 
Assume that ( 1.1) takes the special form 
a(t) = W(t)) u(t), x(0) = 0 E IP, (1.6) 
where G is a d x m matrix with continuously differentiable entries, and 
assume that the set Q in (1.2) is convex. Let the sets R(t) be bounded for 
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0 < t d T. Then for all nontrivial q E lRd there exists at least one control uV 
for which Pontrjagin’s equations 
i(t) = e(t)) 4th 
m = -l(t) G,(x(t)) 4th 
x(0) =0, 4 T) = rl, 
(4tL G(x(t)) u(t)> =::;(4th Gb(t)) 0
(1.7) 
are a.e. satisfied on [0, T]. Indeed, R(T) is compact, hence the problem 
has at least one solution. The control ZAP which attains the maximum clearly 
yields a solution to (1.7). We will infer the directional convexity of R(T) 
from the uniqueness of the solution of (1.7) for certain values of q, relying 
on a version of the Mountain Pass Theorem [l, 51. In the following we 
call w’ the hyperplane consisting of all vectors which are perpendicular to 
WE Rd. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the reachable sets R(t), 0 < t < T, for the 
control system (1.6) are uniformly bounded. Then R(T) is A-convex, A being 
the set of all w E IWd such that, for every unit vector q E w’, Eqs. (1.7) have a 
unique solution. 
For the set A defined in Theorem 2, w E A always implies tw EA for 
every scalar < # 0. A thus represents a family of directions. This motivates 
the term “directional convexity” used in the paper. Our definition is 
however quite distinct from that considered in [ 111. Theorem 2 is of 
independent interest, providing additional information on the global 
geometry of the reachable sets [lo]. In Section 5 an analogous result is 
proven for control systems with fully nonlinear dynamics, allowing chatter- 
ing controls. For an application see [4], where the present theorems yield 
an elementary proof of the non-optimality of certain bang-bang controls 
for which Pontrjagin’s test is inconclusive. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a mapping cp from a Hilbert space H into Rd. Its Frechet dif- 
ferential at a point u E H is denoted &J(U). We say that cp is ‘%Y’ if the map 
u-+&(u) from H into the space of continuous linear operators L(H; UP”) 
from H into Rd is continuous. For the definition of the operator norm on 
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L(H; I@) and for the basic properties of differential calculus in abstract 
spaces our general reference is Dieudonne [7]. If f: H -+ iw is Lipschitz 
continuous, the generalized directional derivative of ,f at 11 in the direction 
c is 
.f”(C L>) =Jiyc 5 ‘[flu + 4L)) -.f(u)J 
<IO 
and the generalized gradient off at U, denoted c?;f(U), is the subdifferential 
of the convex function u + J“(t7, u) at the origin [6]. Thus M: E Sf(U) iff 
(M., v) df’(ti; II) for all UE H. If U is a closed convex subset of H, we 
denote by f(u) and T’(U), respectively, the tangent and the normal cone to 
U at a point u E U, i.e., 
J’(U) = {u E H; 31, > 0, u,, E U such that lim [,,(u,, - U) = r ), 
n- 1 
If M > 0 and d,(u) denotes the distance from a point r E H to U. the 
generalized gradient of the map u -+ 1I4d,~(tl) at u E U is 
d(Md,,)(u)= {WEfqu); l/W’// <Al). (2.1 1 
We write B(x, Y) for the closed ball centered at .Y with radius r, int A and 
Co A for the interior and the convex closure of a set A. Consider now the 
special case where H = Y2( [0, r]; P), s2 c R”’ is compact and convex, U 
is the set defined at (1.2) and cp: Y2 + R“ is the map u(. ) + X(U, T) 
generated by (1.6). Then cp is continuously differentiable (see [3] for 
details) and &I(U) is the linear map 
u(.) 3 .i“- M(T, s) G(x(ii, s)) u(s) ds, 12.2) 
0 
where s + M( T, S) is the d x d matrix fundamental solution of 
i(t) = -Z(r) G,(x(ii, t)) U(r) 
with M(T, T)=I. For Y/E UP’, the differential of the map u(. ) -+ 
(u, .u(u, .u(u, T)) at U is the linear map 
u(.)-, i = A(s) G(x(ii, s)) u(s) ds, 
JO 
jU(. ) being the unique solution to 
i(t)= -l.(t) G,(x(ii, r)) U(t), i(T)=q. 
(2.3 1 
(2.4) 
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In this case, if U(. ) E U, r’(C) is the set of Y2 functions z: [0, r] + [w” 
such that 
s T (z(s), u(s) - 24s)) > ds d 0,QUEU. (2.5) 0 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If a control U E U steers the system (1.1) to the boundary of R(T), then 
by Theorem 5.1.2 in [6, pp. 201-2091 there exists a nontrivial adjoint vec- 
tor 1 such that (1.3) and (1.4) hold. Moreover, Remark 5.1.3 in [6] shows 
that d(T) is a vector normal to R(T) at the point x(U, T). Let y be any 
point in R(T) such that y - x(U, T) lies in the interior of A. We claim that 
the vector y - x(U, T) is tangent to R( 7’) at the point x(U, T), according to 
the definition in [6, p. 511. Let x, be a sequence in R( 7’) converging to 
x(U, T) and ti be a sequence in (0, 1) decreasing to 0. Then the sequence 
vi = y -xi converges to u = y - x(U, 2). For all i large enough, v, E A, hence 
x, + t,u,~R(7’). By Theorem 2.4.5 in [6] this proves our claim. The nor- 
mality of n(T) by definition [6, p. 511 now implies ( 1.5). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The boundedness of R(T) and the convexity of 52 imply that R(T) is 
compact. Moreover, the assumptions on G imply the existence of an open 
neighborhood U. of U in 9 such that the map cp: u(. ) + x(u, T) is defined 
and continuously differentiable on U,. One can also assume that 
IlDrp(u)ll 6 M’ for some constant A4’ and all UE Uo. We extend cp outside 
U, to a function, still called cp, which is Lipschitz continuous on the whole 
space Y2 so that, say 
IIdu,)- cp(%)ll d M IlUl - 411, Vu,, u2 E 2”. (4.1) 
After these preliminaries, let p’ = cp(u’), p” = cp(u”) be two points in the 
reachable set R(T), with u’, U” E U, p” -p’ = w E A. If the segment joining p’ 
with p” is not entirely contained inside q(u) = R(T), the compactness of 
cp( U) implies 
(4.2) 
for some 5 E (0, 1 ), p > 0. Let d,(p) be the euclidean distance of a point 
PE [Wd from the line I through p’, p” and let dU(u) be the distance of a 
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control c’ E g2 from the convex set U. Define the scalar functional f’ on 
9’ by setting 
f(u) = dl(cp(U)) + 2Md,:(u). (4.3) 
Note that J’ is globally Lipschitz continuous with constant 3M. Defining 
m(u) = inf( /ly/(; .r E ~Jf(u)}, the elementary properties of generalized 
gradients [6] imply 
m(u) 3 M > 0, vu4 0’. (4.4) 
Applying the deformation lemma proved in [S] for Lipschitz continuous 
functionals, we will prove the following 
LEMMA. [f (4.2) holds, then there exists u sequence qf controls (u,,),, > I 
.such that 
.f(u,,) 2 P/L lim m( u,, ) = 0. (4.5) ,1 + 1 
Proof Let Z be the set of all continuous paths ;‘: [0, I] 4 Y” with 
y(O) = u’. y( 1) = u”. Set 
C= inf sup f(y([)) 
TEL iE[O.l] 
and observe that F 3 p. Indeed, if 7 E Z, by (4.1)-(4.3) 
SUP .f(1/(5)) 3 sup .f’(~Jjl(O)) 3 p. 
:trO.~~ Ij ~Ero,il 5 
n,. being the orthogonal projection on U. For c E iw, define the sets 
A, = {U E .Ip’; ,f(u) < c}. If m(u) 2 ti > 0 for all II E 2” with ,f(u) 2 p/2, then 
the Palais-Smale condition is trivially satisfied and by Theorem 3.1 in [5] 
there exists a homeomorphism h: 9’ + Y’ such that 
h(u) = u for u4Ac b,,2‘ AC ,’ 2‘ 
h(A,+,:)GA, j for some i: > 0. 
If FEZ is a path for which 
max .f(y(4)) d c + 6, 
: E CO. I J 
then the path y’(. ) = h(y(. )) lies in Z and 
max f(v’(t))G?-t: 
:Ero,ii 
contrary to the definition of (;. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
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Let now U, be a sequence satisfying (4.5). By (4.4) we can assume u,, E U 
for all n B 1. For each n, let t + x,(t) be the trajectory of ( 1.1) 
corresponding to the control U, and define the unit vector 
vn = Cdcp(%)) - cp(%)1/444%)~~ 
n,(p) being the perpendicular projection of a point p E IV’ on the line I 
through p’, p”. Since d,(cp(u,)) = f(u,) > p/2, q,, is well defined. Let j>,,(. ) be 
defined by the conditions 
&Ad = -k(t) G.&(t)) u,(f), UT) = ?r,. (4.6) 
By possibly taking a subsequence and relabeling, we can assume that, as 
n -+ co, x, -+ X and 1, + A? in the norm topology of V( [0, r]; Rd), U, + U 
weakly in Y*( [0, T]; KY) and q, +uf in UP’, for some X(.), A(.), U(.) and yI. 
Since every q, is a unit vector perpendicular to w = p” -p’, the same holds 
for q. For all n > 1 and t E [0, T] we have 
x,(t) = j’ G(-x,,(s)) 4s) 4 
0 
l.n(r)=rln+j‘T h,(s) G,(x,(s)) d.~) 4 
, 
(vm P’> 2 <V,,? x,,(T)) + P/2. 
Letting n -+ co, from the above relations we obtain 
if(t) = 1’ G(x(s)) U(s) ds, (4.7) 
0 
i(t)= ij+ j-' x(s) G,(i(s))ii(s)ds, 
I 
(4.8) 
(vl, P’> 3 (r7, $77) +d2. (4.9) 
Therefore X is actually the trajectory of (1.6) corresponding to the control 
U, and ;i solves the correct adjoint equation in (1.7) with A(T) = yI. We 
claim that ii also satisfies the maximality condition in (1.7). Indeed, by 
(2.1) and (2.3), the condition m(u,) + 0 implies the existence of a sequence 
of Y2 functions z, such that z, E T(u,) for all n B 1 and 
llz, - q, Lkp(un)ll -+ 0 as n -+ co, i.e. 
lim sup 
n-cJ2 “C92 T (z,(s), 4s) > ds - joT A(s) G(x,(s)) 4s) ds] = 0. 
Ilull 6 1 
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The above holds if and only if 
lim 
(I 
’ A,,(S) G(x,,(s)) u,(s) ds - jr (T,(S), I:,,(S)) ds] = 0 (4.10) 
,I pi )I 0 0 
for every bounded sequence (v,), a, in 6p2. In particular, if u is any fixed 
control in U. the sequence u,, = u - u,, is bounded, hence from (4.10) we 
deduce 
’ Us) G(x,,(s))(u(s) - u,,(s)) ds- [’ (z,~(s), u(s) - u,,(s)) d.s 
00 II 
3 1 ” i(s) G(Z(s))(u(s) - U(s)) ds (4.1 1 ) L (1 
because I.- U,,E f(u,,) and, by (2.5) ji (z,(s), U(S) - U,(S)) dsd0 for all 
n 3 1. Since UE U was arbitrary, (4.11) together with (4.7) and (4.8) show 
that U( ), ,U(. ), Er(. ) afford a solution to (1.7) with /;(T) = q E M.‘. On the 
other hand, the problem 
has at least one solution, say fi(. ) E U, which of course satisfies the 
Maximum Principle (1.7). Let .C(. ) and ??(. ) be the corresponding trajec- 
tory and adjoint variable. Then I(T) = f, but .? is distinct from X because 
by (4.9) 
(11, -f(T)) >, (ij, p’) 3 (& -f(T)) + p/2. 
This contradicts the uniqueness assumption and proves the theorem. 
5. SYSTEMS WITH CONTROLS ENTERING NONLINEARLY 
The purpose of this section is to extend Theorem 2 to the general non- 
linear control system considered at (1.1). It is well known that the 
reachable set R(t) for (1.1) may not be closed. Its closure R(t) coincides 
with the reachable set at time t E [0, 7’1 for the chattering system 
i(r) = f t,(f)f(x(t), u;(t),, x(0)=OERd, (5.2) 
i=O 
where N 2 d, the controls u, belong to U and the measurable functions <, 
satisfy 
r,(t) 3 0, (o(t)+ ... +tSdt)= 1, V/E co, Tl 
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(see Chap. IV in [2], for details). Let us write Pontryagin’s equations for 
the chattering system (5.2) driven by the relaxed control (6, 0 = (Us,..., u,,,, 
5 0 ,..., tN). Instead of (1.7) we now have 
a(t) = 2 5i(f) .0x(t), u,(t)), 
i=O 
'(')= -'Ct) f 5i(t)fy(x(t), uz(t)), 
I=0 
x(0) = 0, ~T)=YI, 
(5.3) 
for almost every t E [0, T]. We say that Eqs. (5.3) have the Uniqueness 
Property relative to the terminal datum v] if, given any two solutions 
(x, 1, ti, 5) and (x’, A’, ti’, 5’) of (5.3), one has x(T) = x’(T). If this property 
holds, corresponding to some suitable vectors I], then the directional 
convexity of the reachable set can be inferred: 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the reachable sets R(t), 0 6 t < T, for the 
control system (5.1) are uniformly bounded. Then R(T) is A-convex, A being 
the set of all w E W such that, for every unit vector q E w’, Eqs. (5.3), with 
N = 2d, have the Uniqueness Property. 
Proof Let p’, p” E R(T) and w =p” -p’ E A. If the segment joining p’ 
with p” is not entirely contained in R(T), choose CT E (0, 1 ), p > 0 such that 
the ball B(ap’ + (1 - a) p”, 2~) does not intersect R(T). Let (wo, u), , IX*,... > 
be an everywhere dense sequence in Q. For each v 2 0 define the finite set 
Q” = {w,, w, ,..., 0,) and let 
A”={(~, ,..., ~,,)~R”+‘;~;30, to+ ... +(,.=I}. 
Consider the control system 
i(t) = i m(t), Oi) 5;(t)> x(0) = 0 E R”, (5.4) 
i=O 
with t(t) = (to(t),..., c,(t)) E A” for all t. Note that in (5.4) the controls ti 
enter linearly and take values inside the compact convex set A”. Call R,,(t) 
the corresponding reachable set at time t E [0, T]. We claim that, as 
v -+ co, the sets R,(T) tend to R(T) in the Hausdorff metric [2, p. 1451. 
Indeed, thanks to Filippov’s Lemma [8, p. 781, the admissible trajectories 
for (5.2) are precisely the solutions of the differential inclusion 
i(t) E fTx(t)), x(0) = 0 
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with F(x)=E{f( x, 0); ~EQ}. On the other hand, for each v 30. the 
admissible trajectories for (5.3) are the solutions of 
-t(f) E F,Jx(t)), x(0) = 0 
with F,.(x) = Co{ f(x, w,); i = 0 ,..., v}. Clearly F,(x) E F(x) for all V, X, hence 
R,,(t) E R(r) for all t. By assumption the reachable sets R(t) are all 
contained inside a finite ball, say B(0, r) G Rd. The continuity of .f and the 
density of the sequence w, in R therefore imply that the sets F,.(X) tend to 
F(.u) in the Hausdorff metric uniformly in B(0, Y). Our claim is now an easy 
consequence of Theorem 1 in [9]. In particular, there exists two sequences 
of points pt., P~,‘E R,,(T) such that 
lim p:, = p’, lim p:,’ = p”. (5.5) 
r- x \I + T 
Set \t‘,, = p: - pi.. Because of (5.5), for all v suitably large, we can choose a 
point qr on the segment joining pi, with plr, contained inside the ball 
B(crp’ + (1 - (T) p”, p). The ball B(q,,, p) does not intersect R(T), and hence 
it cannot intersect R,,(T) either, because R,,(T) c R(T). In particular, R,.(T) 
is not convex in the direction M’,.. The same arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 2 now yield the existence of a unit vector V,,E bi” such that the 
equations 
I,.(r)= -i.,(r). i t;(t)f’,.(x,(t), co,), 
r=O 
x,,(O) = 0, /l,,(T)=y,.ER”, 
have a solution, say (<“,x,., I.,), for which, as in (4.9), (q,., pi.) 3 
(q,,, .‘c,,( T)) + p/2. Note that the functions x, and I.,, (v = 0, l,...) are uni- 
formly Lipschitz continuous on [0, T]. By possibly taking a subsequence 
and relabeling, we can thus assume that, as v + a, the sequences s,, and it, 
tend to some functions x( ) and /2( .) respectively, uniformly on [0, T], that 
?I\, -+ rl, and that -t, + .t, ;?,. + ,i weakly in 6p2. Since WI,, tends to u’ and 
(q,,, w,) =O, liq,,li = 1 for all v 30, it follows that q is a unit vector 
perpendicular to u’. Moreover 
<II, p’> 3 (rl, x(T)) + pi2. (5.6) 
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We now claim that there exists a chattering control (t;, 4) such that 
(x, A, ti, <) is a solution of (5.3). Indeed, for every v > 0, the pair of 
functions (xv(.), A,,( .)) solves the following differential inclusion: 
k, Lk=((f( x,, o;), -~“,~fJx,‘, 0;)); i= 0 ,...) v} 
cG{ (f(x,, w), -A,f,(x, 0)); w E 52) c R’C 
Therefore 
L-c 4 E={ (f(x, 01, -qyJx, w)); OJ E 52) (5.7) 
because the set of solutions of a differential inclusion with Lipschitz con- 
tinuous, compact, convex-valued right-hand side is closed w.r.t. uniform 
convergence. By a theorem of Caratheodory, any point in the convex hull 
of a set AGIRZd’ is a convex combination. of at most 2d+ 1 points in A. 
Hence the right hand side of (5.7) coincides with the set 
By a selection Lemma [8, p. 781, there exists measurable functions 
u;(.)E U (i=O,..., 24 and t+ t(t)= (to,..., SZd)(t)e A’” such that the first 
two equations in (5.3) hold. The equalities in the third line of (5.3) are 
obvious. To prove the maximality condition, notice that for every v and 
every continuous function cp one has 
i [ T v(t) (J,(t), k(t)> -
max (E.,,(t),f(x,,(t), w,)) dr=O. 
0 I = o,.... Y 1 
Letting v + co, using the weak convergence of i,,( .) to a( .) and the density 
of the sequence wi in the compact set D we obtain 
Tf; (n(t), .0x(t), w)> 1 dt = 0. 
This implies (5.3,) because of (5.3,) and of the arbitrariness of cp. 
So far, we provided a solution (x, A, ti, 5) of (5.3) for which (5.6) holds. 
On the other hand, the optimal control problem 
max<vl, x(T)) 
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for the system (5.2) has at least one solution, say x’( ). This yields a second 
solution to (5.3) say (x’, E.‘, ~7, 4’) with 
(v-3 x’(n) 2 (6 P’>. (5.8) 
Comparing (5.8) with (5.6), it is clear that ,u( T) # x’( T). Therefore, for the 
vector r) E wi the equations (5.3) do not have the Uniqueness Property. 
This proves Theorem 3. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
A simple application of Theorem 2 is provided by the two-dimensional 
system 
(-t,(t), -%(f)) = (4th x:(f)), (x,(O), x2(0)) = (0. 01, (6.1) 
where the scalar control u satisfies lu(t)/ 6 1 for a.e. r in the interval [0, 11. 
The adjoint equation and the maximality condition can be written as 
follows: 
(1,,~,)=(-2x,~“,,o), (i.,(l),&(l))=r/ (6.2) 
u(t)=sgni,(t), a.e. on [0, I]. (6.3) 
Let 9 = (A,, 1,) be any unit vector for which /;,I 2 ii,l. Then the 
equations (6.1)-(6.3) have a unique solution on [0, 11. Indeed, if i> =O, 
then n,(f)=J,= +l and u(t)=sgnl, for all 1. If il,#O, then 
Ii.,(f)1 2 Ii,1 - j’ 2x,(s) i2 ds 3 IL,1 - [’ 2s p21 ds 
I “I 
> I&- //I*1 (1 -?)>O for all t > 0. 
Since i, varies continuously, it never changes sign inside the interval (0, 11, 
hence the control u(t) = sgn 1, is again uniquely determined. This in turn 
determines uniquely both x( .) and A(. ). By Theorem 2, the reachable set 
R(1) at time t= 1 is /i-convex, with A= {(w,, 1~~); /M,,/ d /M.~/ ). A direct 
computation yields: 
Recalling the example (III) in Sect 1, one can check that R( 1) is /i-convex, 
being defined by means of two Lipschitz continuous functions with 
Lipschitz constant L = 1. 
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